A PROJECT WITH CHILDREN OF THE MEKONG

Building of football field for the village of Poblaki
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The child we help today will save his country tomorrow
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1. PRESENTATION OF CHILDREN OF THE MEKONG

Our mission: Helping children in need in Southeast Asia

Our vision, our values
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1. PRESENTATION OF CHILDREN OF THE MEKONG

Concrete action by Children of the Mekong

From rice field to school bench to employment: 4 steps

Our references:
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2. CHILDREN OF THE MEKONG IN THAILAND

Country’s information:
Area : 513115 km²
Population: 67,98 millions of people
Rural population: 50 %
Life expectancy: 73 years old
Men: 71 years old
women: 76 years old
Literacy rate:
More than 15 years old: 96%
Men: 97,5%
Women: 94,6%
Birth rate: 12,95 births ‰
Mortality rate: 7,29 death ‰
Fertility rate : 1,66 child/ woman
Infant mortality rate : 16,39 ‰
Capital: Bangkok (8 millions of people, 12 with its suburbs)
Principals cities: Chiang Maï (500 000 of people), Nak hon Ratchasima (204 000 of people.)
Official Language: Thai language
Political regime: constitutional monarchy
King: Son of Majesty the king Bhumibol Adulyadej
National Day: 5th of december (Birth date of Majesty the king)
Currency: baht (1 euro = 34,57 bahts)
Religion: Buddhism 94%, Islam 4%, Christianity
0,8%, Hinduism 0,4%, others 0,8 %
People and ethnic group: Thai 75%, Chinese
14%, others 11%
Children of the Mekong





Act in the country since 1991
91 programs of sponsoring
(Mainly ethnics groups)
2 429 sponsors children
7 Bamboo volunteers’
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3. BUILDING A FOOTBALL FIELD IN ONE OF THE « KAREN » VILLAGE : POBLAKI

NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES: 500 PERSONS - COST OF THE PROJECT : 5752€
 OUR LOCAL RESPONSIBLE
Father Camille Rio (Father of
« missions
étrangères
de
Paris », french association.

 PROJECT IN SOME WORDS
« Poblaki » is a small village located
Northwest of Thailand. This village is
mountains where Karen ethnic group lives.

in
in

In front of school, there is a football field used
for schoolyard. Unfortunately, the field is very
dusty due to the particular ground in
mountains. When young people plays in
football, all the dust pour on school just near.
It put in jeopardy all the children at school,
boys like girls, football players like non football
players.
All the day, they breathe the dust and they
have some healthy problem.
Proposed solutions: The responsible of
school and myself want buy some plastics grids
in order to plant in the field.
On these grids, we will plant special lawn,
stronger than classic one. After, we will buy
two new goals, because now they haven’t.
River’s water will be used for maintain the field.
Father Camille was building a pump for that.

 LOCATION OF THE PROJECT
Village of karen ethnic group « Poblaki »

 STRENGTHS OF THE PROJECT





Strong involvement of all villagers in this project.
Management of this project by a French Father; well sensitized by all the constraints linked with a
project like this one.
Improvement of education condition for the children
Financial savings on the school’s maintained.
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PROJECT IN DETAILS

LOCAL CONTEXT, PROBLEMS WE MET, BENEFICIARIES
CONTEXT
« Poblaki » is a village located in mountains far from 4h from Maesot (the first big city around
the village). The ride is in mountains and is very difficult because there isn’t any road. In rainy
season, we cannot go in the village by car, just by motorcycle or by foot. Indeed, it’s too
dangerous to go there in car because the road is wet and very slippery.
Villagers are mainly farmers. They have rice and corn field, they use the rice for their personal
consumption and they sell the corn in towns in order to have a little of money for buy clothes,
complementary food or some medicine. They haven’t any revenues for provide good education
for their children.
Nowadays, the village has one school built by the French father and his association. In this
school, there are 110 children, all the teachers’ salaries and school’s expenses are paid by the
sponsors in France who give money for children each month. The role of Children of the
Mekong is to provide them a good quality of education. By this way, they can integrate
themselves in Thai society and find a good job.

PROBLEMS MET IN THE VILLAGE:
Currently, the football field is making by thin ground of mountains and is very dusty.
Moreover, there aren’t any goals, just 2 or 3 plank of wood, it’s dangerous because it’s often
fall on the goal keeper.
Finally, due to the financial situation of the village, children haven’t shoes for play in football;
they play without and sometimes with a ball of volley.
The most important problem is because of the dust. Indeed, the field is the schoolyard that is
to say just in front of the school. They are a lot of dust and it’s very dangerous for children in
school but also for football players. Actually, during each school break, boys play football and
every day after school, a team of adults play on the same field. It means, each day, there are
a lot of dust pours on school building, children and families.
In terms of healthy, this dust causes a
lot of healthy problem for children,
We perfectly see here all the dust suspended when
mainly
breathing
difficulties.
boys play football.
Sometimes, during visits in this
village, I play football with children.
After a couple of days, I have
coughing fit and sore throat, even
after only 4 or 5 days. I can’t imagine
people who lived there all the year.
This situation doesn’t affect just the
football players but all the villagers.
From little girls who go to school to
old women who go to church (the field
is between the school and the
church). As a consequence, the
problem affects all the villagers. The
situation is a very serious long term
problem
Moreover, in economics’ point of view,
it’s also representing a serious
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problem. Indeed, this dust damages the school building. It’s very expensive to repair and
maintain the building in order to keep a solid building for continue to provide a good education
quality for children of this village.
This money can be used for another daily life improvement in the village, for example, the
implement of electricity for all the families.
For the goals, obviously, real and strong goal are necessary in order to avoid accident for goal
keeper.

THE PROJECT
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT:
In order to face this problem, the solution that Father Camille proposed is to plant plastics
grids in the ground, then plant special lawn in order to remove the dust problem and build a
beautiful and sustainable field.
With the grids, we stabilize the ground and avoid that lawn disappear through playing football.
An abundant lawn will allow to almost completely resolving the dust problem. Of course, we
have to buy a special lawn, strong one, and this lawn is more expensive than classic one. It’s
necessary because, the classic one won’t be sustainable on this kind of ground instead of
special one. We don’t have choice if we want the field will be sustainable.
When grids and lawn are settle, the most important part won’t be done yet. Indeed, the key of
the success is to maintain the field all along years. That’s why, the French father, with
villagers’ help, decide to build a pump take source directly in the river just near the village.
By this way, the water could be carry to school and the population, mainly children, could daily
maintain the field.
Teachers are very sensitized and involved in this project, they perfectly understand the
importance of maintain the field in order to be sustainable.
However, if we want completely resolve the dust; we can’t just build a football field. Indeed,
just near this field, there is a volleyball field with the same ground. As a consequence, we
planned to concrete this field, also in the schoolyard. After these improvements, we will be
sure that the dust problem won’t be a problem anymore.
When the football field will be built, we have to buy two goals in order to complete the building
and completely resolve security problem. The new goals will be less dangerous and more solid
and resistant.
The most important positive point is the control of the dust problem and the improvement of
education quality. Moreover, Father Camille will less spend money on school’s reparation and
more money for improve daily life in the village.
It’s really important to know that, in Thailand, mainly in Karen villages, football is almost a
religion. Children play at each school break and the weekend, and the adults play every day
after work and also the weekend. It’s important to understand that a lot of people really need
football in order to stay positive face to the poverty they lived in. It’s like a common passion
who gathers all the population and ethnics groups in the world. When they play in football,
they feels like every others people in this world, rich like poor.
Moreover, for all national day in Thailand, like Thai new year in April, Christmas or water
national day (end of November), they organize some tournament which gathers a lot of karens
villages in this area. With the realization of this project, people from Poblaki could be very
proud of their field. The pride is really important in karen culture, they can’t lose their face and
be proud of the field will be very important for karen people.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PROJECT :
All the project will be supervise by Father Camille himself. However, he would like involve the
villagers, and mainly teachers from school in this establishment. That’s why, all the work will
be realized by the villagers themselves and organized by teachers.
By this way, father Camille would like to make aware Karen people of development of their
village. Moreover, it reduces the costs of the project, because they don’t pay workforce for
build the field. Of course, all steeps of project’s establishment will be controlled by the Father.
Concerning maintains the field, it will be realized by teachers and children, it allows protecting
it from external damages.
It allows teach to children how look after what they obtain and how maintain something on the
short and long term way. It’s a perfect educational tools for teachers whose they want to use.
In realization terms, it will be good to start working and carrying all the materials in village
before rainy season. Indeed, during rainy season, the village isn’t accessible by car, only by
motorcycle and by foot. So, all the materials have to be in the village before the rainy season.
Even the construction of the field has to start before rainy season. Indeed, the plastic grids
can’t be settled if the ground is too unstable. It means before the end of May’s month, the
project have to be started. By the same way, the pump have to be built before the rainy
season because, after, the river will be too abundant in order to built anything.
The action plan will be collecting funds quickly in order to carry and start the building before
the beginning of June.
All these actions considered allow insuring the future of the field. Indeed, Father Camille knows
exactly what the constraints of maintaining and of time are. Moreover, make participate
population and make aware them about maintaining a schoolyard is a really good idea. Like
this, they better look after of the field and better know the importance of maintain something.
A LITTLE VIDEO FOR SHOWS YOU THE PROBLEM:
https://vimeo.com/210727809
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BUDGET OF THE PROJECT

NET BUDGET IN INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY
Below the quote of the project :
details

Unit Price

Goals

Quantity

600

Plastics grids plus special lawn

3

Currency
2

Total costs

Dollars

1200

1200 Dollars

3600

Dollars

1200

Concrete for volleyball field

-

Safety margin of budget

10%

600

Total of net budget in Dollars
6600

GROSS BUDGET
$
Total of net budget

€

6600

4889

Costs of research and funds treatment: 9% of gross budget

699-

518

Costs of association’s functioning : 6% of gross budget

466-

345

Total of gross budget

7765

5752

Total of gross budget in local Currency (Bath)
Exchange rate used:

201 320
1€ = 35 Bath

1,35 $
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SAFETY MARGIN
This margin cover :
- Bank charges– until 4% of transferred funds.
The bank charges are took off by financials organisms when funds are transferred. It
depends of countries and financials organisms.
- Price evolution Inflation is one of the characteristic of the country in development
- Exchange rate’s evolution
It’s particularly difficult to anticipate in actual economic context.
If a project has more money than planned in the first budget, this money will be used
for improve the project or finance another project supported by Children of the Mekong.

Children of mekong and financial transparency
-

Last annual report dnowloadable on our website www.enfantsdumekong.com
Rate of social mission in 2015 : 84,2%
98,3% of private funds in 2015
Price of Human rights and French republic.
Label IDEAS of good governance, financial management and
efficiency of the action since June 2011, updated in 2015
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FOLLOWING THE PROJECT + OUR CONTACTS

Following of project:
-

Local demand for helping people
Visit of our volunteer and audit
Make a decision sheet
Decision committee (Projects team + direction committee of Children of the
Mekong)

-

Description of the project before make it (this report)
Realized by our bamboo volunteer
Sponsor and finance research
Transferred funds in the country where the project take place.

-

Start of the project’s realization
Intermediary report sent to sponsors realized by our bamboo
volunteer with follow up and photos.

-

End of the project
Final report sent to sponsors realized by our bamboo volunteer with
photos and summary of funds used.

Our contacts
Violaine Janssen
Sponsor and companies relations
Responsible of program of development
vjanssen@enfantsdumekong.com
+ 33 1 47 91 75 26
Guillaume Mariau
Director of communication and resources development.
gmariau@enfantsdumekong.com
+ 33 1 47 91 00 84

Children of the Mekong
Association law 1901,
5, rue de la Comète – 92600 Asnières sur Seine – France
www.enfantsdumekong.com
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THE ENTIRE CULTURAL DIFFERENCES REMOVE WITH ONE COMMON
PASSION, DON’T LET THEM FADE FROM MEMORY!
WE DON’T CREATE OUR PROJECT BUT ANSWER AND SUPPORT LOCAL INITIATIVE

-

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND YOUR SUPPORT! -

The child we help today will save his country tomorrow

www.enfantsdumekong.com
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